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rj§iNG THE HUMAN GENOME PROJECT
:-;\.;.;

JThree weeks ago, I received word of a great challenge. The Human
-<,-r<

.1IifOrganisation infonned me that I had been selected by the Ethical,-".,,-
~~~.\~-.(-

;eg,~u#td Social Issues Working Group (ELSI) and the International Council of
:~jjfP:l%~':'- . . • .

!t!l":":lan Genome Orgamsanon (HUGO) to setve as a Member of the Jomt
~~\::~-:-

,J('rO~ELSI Working Group.
~;.;

intis body will be charged with nothing less than the ntission of

m~k~lng to the ethical, legal, social, psychological, econontic and policy

,~e~~~~~fations of the infonnation being' rapidly produced through the

:1~i~iti:6nal Human Genome Project. The mandate is, not only to anticipate
·Y1>~~~:~~;,';.

Ji!il(i!illilyse the consequences, but to make policy recommendations and to take
Sf;~~'A~;J: ~',

:~\~R.~~fhat may alleviate potential harm that could be caused by the
_"",0:',,':>_''::::

i~t~f,oPriate availability of the knowledge which the Human Genome Project

lTBt~~uce. More positively, the object of the Working Group is to maximise
~"~~:_,-" .'

{ctP'~\eritiallybeneficial use of the Human Genome Project.

~ktl~>~'(
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~Z~~~:J say, without reservation, that I approach my new functions in a positive
~~~4~tl3:'~'

Xliji:\J have no doubt that the overwhelming consequences of the Human
':~~i;~'&';:
'<i'~a(jlne. Project will be for the benefit of humanity. The task of scientists,

"~~-"'A\Y' _

~l~i~!tand lawyers alike, in consultation with the people of our various

ilrles, will be to ensure that the benefits of the Project pass to the advantage
:X~':'-:

6fartpeople of the world. I have no doubt that this is the spirit in which the

(~~Ihelming majority of scientists who are working on the Project tackle their
~t2(
's,"
k~?'-;;""

''f'The first meeting of the HUGO-ELSI Working Group is to take place in
'.-,

~sda, USA., on 14-15 October 1995. I plan to attend. Inevitably, this
"'.

,drion ~d the upcoming meeting has caused me to reflect upon an
.~~t:,·

,igiiectual framework for considering the ethical, legal and social issues
~~~:;0r,-;- .
'es'ented by the Human Genome Project. In the space of this short talk, I can
\:~s~

"'titfuore than to indicate some of the concepts which have to be addressed.
~'r/;
'!Most of the literature, certainly that written in legal texts, has been

j~~;~ed to the lise of the material produced by the research of those engaged
",~tr;-;;,-

'lhe Human Genome Project. It is probably natural, and certainly
~r\> '
:ij!arkable, that policy experts and lawyers should concentrate upon such
Ff:
;i'.'To them, this world is a place of action. Actions can'be good and they

,;A""'~

P@i:b,~i dangerous. When they are dangerous, they typically become of concern
iffN2,~'" .
"~iety and its laws. Often actions then have perceived ethical implications.

£~i)lut, prompted by a reflection at a conference earlier this week in
>g~';:":'~ .

,\~lf~.~l'Jl~ made by Professor William May, a distinguished bio-ethicist of
'~~~'~'*~:c:~'~

'I','f;\$:~~~.I wish to push my framework of consideration back a couple of steps. I
~);;,;:_j'.'J~!)~<:~;~

«":(;E;~~p,$,~e to deal with the Human Genome Project and society under generic

":l~!~~gs of "Being", IIKnowing", "Doing", tleoe-operating" and "Advancingll .
?J,7-.~~~" "
't:Ple.j,~provide a chronological sequence for consideration, in a rational way, of
,j~~&;,'~::'-

~~~(~uman Genome Project and its potential to affect society and the

x%~~.duals in it. Looking at a sequence - even the chronological sequence of a
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The human genome exists apart from our knowledge of it. It has existed

f&W';l1illenia before humanity stumbled upon its mysteries by the combined

~i~nt force of the imagination emanating from the brain cells of Watson, Crick
:;';\,.-"e'

and the technology produced by x-ray crystallography and

~~:'
i~~er • is something that biochemists and molecular biologists might find

'?i!f'!~enial.

,(If we did nothing about it, our DNA would still be there. Its chemical

_~t~~ts, pairing with each other in their predictable ways, would still be
\*:l!~,:.~. .
l~ng their double helix structure described by Watson and Crick. The
\~~:~,r.·:uman DNA would still contain its 3.3 billion base pairs. There would still be

;*~ibO,OOO genes, or thereabouts, as there have always been, so long as there
"<!?-)-,.;;,\;

We been humans about. They would exist. They would be.
~~W':'·~~·
\~<i:_, What is new about our time is the acceptance, under the auspices of the

1_~ Genome Project, of the daunting task of getting to know about these
",s, to map or locate them, and to sequence or identify the codes of all of the
::;.... ,

c. Being, alone, is a morally neutral and legally irrelevant thing. Even

_~irtg may be neutral. Simply for Watson and Crick to work these things
~~<;'f.1',1·

"",;i\li:{ib'their minds could have had few ethical implications if they had done
:;~~~':f~~1~~/.:'i,-

&~n£Jliillg. Being, and such knowing, would have no legal consequences that I
*:'it''.FS0$:~>
~E~j.think of, if that were all. Thus, the pure research and utilising the advent of
;:;J;;;]:,;:f~~:~<"

.,::~~\!iputersand informatics to assist in the task of genomic sequencing, would,
?;::s-·~~~y,~;,.

':&MJ~sdf, have provided nothing but delight to the intellect of a very few who

-;j~~gl~\other their minds upon this enquiry of pure science and trouble to
l{k'fi{Y"',:i
':[.&9'i:tit to scholarly conferences such as this. It would then be something quite
~jp,5jm:'::-'

·:g[.¥~inating as the black holes out there in the universe. But it would exist in
'~}'::';t':''':~,

·~;!A~I~alm of being and knowing only.

'I
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p,~' u
For good or ill, we live in a world where knowing can rarely be entirely

rral To know is usually to propel the knowledgeable into action. Being isneu .
Iv left alone. The discovery of what exists is then put down, written up,

rare ~

criticised, refined and reported to the scientific world at large. It tends to lead

on to action.

There are, of course, some ethicists who are deeply troubled even by

uanslaring the being of the human genome into the knowing of the scientists.

"Let it be alone", they cry. For unravelling these mysteries threatens the

potential doings of crazy people playing God and changing the very nature of

what it is to be human. Such people typically lapse into talk of Hitler and his

eugenic lieutenants. They may foresee future generations which look back on

us as the time when the future species stood on the shoulders of humanity, our

species having at last perceived the way to unlock the riddles of life and to

create something new and different from evolution's imperfect disease-ridden

and always terminal creation.

People of this persuasion say that we should leave the being as it has

been for countless millenia. We should lock the door before it is too late and

knowing leads to doing. We should stop the human genome exploration for it

attacks the very inviolability of the human species. The human species has the

right to protect that inviolability. Where there is a risk, even a risk ever so

slight. that the human species may be imperiled, it is the right and duty of the

world of ethics and law to hold up its hand and say, "No further".

Fear propels this response to the unlocking of the door of being and even

the entry into the world of knowing. Fear of science gone wrong. Fear of

irremevable change. Fear of changing the human species in a way that might

prove undesirable and risky. Fear of the unknown that plagues our scientific

century. As the Human Genome Project and the sequencing which it will

produce is the first step on a journey to a future we cannot foresee or even

Imagine, such observers call for hall. Just as humanity has a right to preserve
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tSLe~vironment, it has a right to preserve itself in all of its imperfect variety and
t:~~~j,·,- ..
~owablegenetic detaIl.

~1Wl1i~[:< The problem with this ethical and legal response to the Human Genome
:'i\

~~jl:ct is that it is too late and; in any case, it is wrong headed. It is too late
""'~:';;-"

~&~e the Project is now most decidedly under way. Millions, indeed billions
;1:~!J, ,',~; ~

,f7a911ars•are being poured into it. In the United States of America, at least, it

',~ propelled forward by the prospe~t of patent protection for "inventions"

~~gout of research, the bulk of which is conducted in that country. It has

J~[!i~ported that as many as 35,000 applications are pending for patents of
:~~~'-;""""
'[~16gicalmaterial in the United States alone.

'< «.tso w~ are talking of a world of big investments and great expectations.
-~~~'/'

i'a',bbject of the Project is to provide nothing less than the source book for
~:~\;:

Wli~liI' science in the next century. That object may not be completed by the
~'~, :

Tof the century. But it will surely be well advanced. Improvements in
T

,~~tion technology make it feasible that the bold plan of the Human
":,;
§'nl:e Organisation will be realised. A modern Domesday book which
\>.',' ?'.

4<les the encyclopedia of the human genome which will stimulate and
:ji'%;~_".,>:,. .
a,~i!itate the research for the coming rnillenium. Truly, this is an appropriate
~~';.\,~",
ilfeniaI task.
'~~~\.;'

'c,,,,i;'Those who would draw up the drawbridge at being and stop even the
»;'N'ft..\;
;R(q~hs of knowing, are wrong headed. The genome is knowledge that has
~{'~~~~~\(~-'- .

~t£ilm¥ as part of the gift of humanity's own intelligence. In that sense, it is

gt\~!Jedge which was already with us in our capacity to think these
,"'t;:{A'(~~: ,",

1Ji{~~~ordinary things through and to imagine the previously unimaginable. We
~-_"S':}$k>\:J~

;,:i::i~~ufd look at it as exciting that this has happened in our lifetimes. It should
',\.;;':?;~:,:"~~;~;'

,;ettQr~~e thought of as something alien to humanity, but as part of humanity
t~:;F~~}~,;~"""

·/'~;·~~vered by humanity. We must resist the notion that genes and their

di':;1i"'1~nCes are alien, foreign, external, horrible things. They are truly part of us
.~f;~;fti~"t';

''''<'lJt,J}l~most intimate way imaginable. It is therefore our ethical business to

1\?~

,'tJ;:r~t;invirOImu'nt, it has a right to preserve itself in all of its imperfect variety and 
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It is in this sense thatlmowledge has the potential for action. Inevitably

presents challenges to ethics, society and its laws.

Knowing is also an internal thing to the lmower. At the moment, most

go through our lives in blissful ignorance of the causes of our final

Ai'i;~w about them. It is also out ethical and legal business to ensute that such

Yij~t~;'~ledge is not misused, but is put to use in a way which respects the
l';'j~'~tt\;·'

:"%',f(;,\lli'Yi6Iability of the species and the dignity of each individual member of it.
',.• ,',..:.,.,.: ....
.,,··,w,· . The drawbridge pullers are also wrong, and I would dare to say morally

~~ng, because (quite apart from the impossibility of their Luddite design) it is
'i'.>'

,,:§"inoral duty to realise the potential of the Human Genome Project and other
~:' .
i§#etic research for screening of the 5,000-or-so genetic diseases which arise

~~m:single gene defects, as well as other more complex polygenic traits. Ifwe
't':;o,'"

Jjjid the means at out fingertips to discover and track down these scourges of
",li~',~r: -

'ff~anity and, by appropriate scientific endeavout, to relieve human-kind from

'~%~e of the~, a rejection of that potential would be a condonation and possibly
::$,~l--'

;,.,di~ed1ess acceptance of an enonnous amount of human suffering, anguish and
;·t#.{?f~~::'j:'c
. ~;:ilnnecessary early death.

~~~~\:~i

"~1t?, This may seem an unnecessary expostulation, for there are few Canites
;~!:":"
:\iiho hold their hand against the growing flood of the Human Genome Project
8r~~,"

':md the countless workers engaged in it. But the lingering thoughts of fear that
'g};?;.,~

f~~rtainlY exist in all societies teach the lesson that comes of lmowing. Those
~-";:t:\" .,

lPo, lmow, must share. They must explain. They must do so in language
h~~':",,;.
;~~ich ordinary citizens understand. Otherwise there will always be a danger of

.r~drawbridgebeing pulled, however ineffectively and unadvisedly that may

~j!~*~~ttemPted.
,>••i,,;:-KNOWING
;_~i~:~'tt:·
<]r:;~"j~;i Once lmowledge is out, it tends to spread. Once it spreads, demands are

i~t/'" ,

:~~~e for the use of it. How useless to have the lmowledge and to decline to
_:-"\<~'

us~it.
£\\~..
1t'
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Many of us would prefer to retain that ignorance. One of the moral

which comes in the train of the Human Genome Project, the

.J~overy of genetic markers and the realisation of their significance, is that, for

iiilffil;;y, it will henceforth be knowledge and not blissful ignorance that will
:,1,;.'(<-)

f;~fumate human existence.
'iF' ."'ii..Consider the burden which the person carries, knowing that he or she is

.,'positive. Anyone in doubt should read the moving new Australian book

;'ibY;Stim Conigrave Holding Ihe Man. With ruthless honesty, the book tells the
~):"."",-:

'(f:fJi-;r jJflovers infected and living with my to the last cruel moments. It is a
.; ..
. story. It is a story for tears and pain. To spread the burden of knowledge

~~~o:nd mY' to all genetic disorders, most of which cannot he cured, and many
.".'~1"~::.,< '
W&5which may never be cured, may seem to some to impose a burden of
~):~~i~~,:~·
!fsill'fering too cruel to be tolerated. Against that burden, legal protections will
:tc[:;·~c

"ii"fcalled for.
)'/ .

;;1,'. Knowing is therefore not entirely morally free. Nor is it without legal
S\:\,.,

i~~e·quences. Without the Human Genome Project and the discovery of the
~j:;'

"';ers, blissful ignorance would be maintained. Should we remain in that

"on, though primitive, state?

Again, the proponents of opposition are wrong headed' and bound to fail.

"knowing of the markers may provide, in time, the means by which some,
,-~;

o"dveilmany, genetic disorders can be targeted. True, that may contemplate a·,'>:t_-.... ,"'~s_r,

;~\:'lff61~profound interference with pregnancies demonstrating such disorders.
:,',A~\\,;:,t~\- .
r.'f:\f~ftt~y of us who exist today might not have been permitted to exist in the Brave
'(;'1:c-"",~?~g~,~;,

,t;~.2J#~·Worid which tests for a variety of discovered genetic "disorders" beyond
:,\t,,~~!~r~~~;

i,~i~.l\i~!icUlTent purposes of amniocentesis. Yet the journey to the discovery of
':>;-',-~:;:(:K''.;:-- .
'l;~c7}:\t~,s. for genetic disorders cannot begin without the basic knowledge of the
:;{~rJ~;';:~':< :-
~,:)i4~,~.W:fe. Not all may be cured. Many may not wish to be so-called "cured". A
;.y:,;:,~",-~!;,~:-, ' .
·::iio)¥:~.large number might not even want to know. But the answer to these
,~,,~.>. :_~>' .
~~;~ifl:¢ems is not prevent the research. It is to control the use of the knowledge.
~)>>~i,}~:'~'

~~",~~tf;'f;{:{'"
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·"",,,,·,,,,.World which tests for a variety of discovered genetic "disorders" beyond 

I~;,c:urrent purposes of amniocentesis. Yet the journey to the discovery of 
• ", ,'c,'c""',, 
",·c,'C'Ufe,,· ," for genetic disorders carmot begin without the basic knowledge of the 

Not all may be cured. Many may not wish to be so-called "cured". A 

number might not even want to know. But the answer to these 

~~~*~8~~ms is not prevent the research. It is to control the use of the knowledge. 
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~\~~~G
g'~iI~1: That brings me to doing - the usual business of lawyers. Who may have
'~l:'""'~':"" \'/";, ,', , .
;}£';2~fato the knowledge? This has lately been the subject of a study by the

-f""~·'·:·';:,'_
,0:q~~fCy Commissioner in Australia. In June 1995 he distributed a discussion
-::'-;"~'\'<-"""'!~::;

'~~~1'#~~~r~i)n the privacy implications of genetic testing. He concluded that many

.1t~~~~f~~)road principles of privacy protection" developed in a committee of the
~;'-'~,\'2i'8'::"tiJ""-_:

'oElfp'",lrich I chaired nearly twenty years, remain pertinent to the defence of
'-'::'~ y •••

'~'i~~tiai rights in the context of genetic testing. This is because those

i¢i~t'~s assert the control of each individual over private information
'·'k

""'g that individual. They permit exceptions to individual control of

;%;'data,it!Y in specified cases, and then with the authority of law, given for some
2M:~t~~1~~tf(~,;; '.'.,' .
;"o{obigJi~r'general SOCIal pwpose.

±,\!~ii('These principles will present the framework for the solution of the
~~-{§{~~tz;g.:-. ;. ':
'>~\iliJi&sof privacy and confidentiality which will need to be worked out as

jJ.#.i&~~iiaDility of genetic information expands. They will control the right of
'\'"

o,\~~lho have access to his or her own genetic data. But they will also be
(f~~1~~::
1§l~:S,aiy\ to control the rights of a family. Some writers have suggested that

~:[::

,(~!~,pA~~M; in the case of genetic disorders, is the entire family and not just the
i'lf~~t1~~};"/'--:

t;flh*:Y[1.uaLAII family members may be potential carriers of the genetic marker.
j', k~~\;-~'-'!-':;';J)".'

,;;<'·JfiS·)iere that issues such as the access to genetic data by insurers will be raised
}Sr.:,':-~i<1?~~0~r:,:·

o,0 ,~g~l exposition. So too with employer rights to insist upon genetic testing

·t~'~{;il~~fSin particular circumstances.

~~~;~~~:pomg goes beyond these individual issues. There are also important
c..~t:,';,t-f:~;:';;;'::':',·'

¥.~~.t~Llssues for society. Does the proof of genetic disorder undermine the
>,~~.'~~~/:~'i~"\" :

;£,~~:r~.iindation of individual free will which has supported, until now, the
,.'.<-:;,.,;:,'\c·,-,,':'_

"~)\J'la\V of most western countries, including our own? If, at least in some
f;c~U~;~~~; ::.'
,~JW!~.lllrices, offenders are merely playing out their genetic predispositions,
\':~:~:S~~fl'·· :.
i~~;~~'really to be punished as if they had willed their anti-social action in a
_'>~':"d ".~'5{':

~;;~NjR~I~t~ and cruel way?
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Two of the chief controversies of legal, as well as social and ethical

spartance, concern the doing with the human genome product of intellectual
>.'\,,,

if6perty protection and germ-eell manipulation.
'<,'1".,"

,\:. In the field of intellectual property law, one can see some of the most
,~?:<

'~{e~se debates that have accompanied the development of the Human Genome

~Ject. In Australia, sI8(2) of the Patents Act 1990, affords the only express

~bi~sion to patent ability in the entire Australian patents statute. It provides
\~'~~'~>' .

tIii~\h.uman beings, and the biological processes for their generation, are not
;~,Y'

~~e\able in this country. However, in 1994, the Patent Office issued a

"iIbphlet stating that the only limitation which it understood this exclusion to,,-.,-,.,

.J}~te was in the area of genetic research in relation to DNA or genes in the
,¥:\i::.<-, '
fitrroan body which are not patentable as such. On the other hanel, once a DNA

'~'.:-

'~e!le sequence has been separated from the human body and manufactured

';'illietically for reintroduction into the body for therapeutic purposes, it would
':,:<

'j,a\entable. Many would support this restriction on doing. They would

~!j!lguish such a therapeutic development. They would recognise it as an
1\.1/:
l1'yen;jon" in the ordinary way, properly deserving of patent protection. Yet,
'-"H.-·;'

:",ould be others who would oppose even this. They would call for a

~~l.ic interest" exception to patenting, or for life to be 'breathed into the

~"S~he;al inconvenience" exclusion which appears in current patent law. Most
~3:~~:;(;",-'- .
;£Q!\;~ll; they would resist the very notion that gene sequences of unknown
''t'}/
K~f~ficance could be patented against the off-chance that on day they might
:\;';;>:;~~'i:-, ;
'~~y'eigreat therapeutic, and therefore commercial, significance.

"~',".

;·"."0'~~>On this very day, there is debated in the Senate of the Australian
(:~;'i'S<:%~.;-.-::

"i~l:it~JfFent, an amendment to s18 of the Patents Act, to deny the "quality of

;~~~~UgR~tyor inventiveness" to "naturally occurring genes; naturally occurring
,N%l~':~:{Sc;'.'

'~j,:~'j.jl,~,~e9uences and descriptions of the base sequence of a naturally occurring
~':-~\-'/~}~}\~'

}.?;i,~~~~\or sequence". So this is a controversy which is beginning to capture the

\~i},~~'l1#on of our Parliament.
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Patent protection is the subject which tends to cause the greatest heart

burning in the consideration of where the Human Genome Project is taking us.

Changes in Federal fhnding of research in the United States of America have

propelled universities out of the old notions of scientific knowledge as the

common property of humanity, into an energetic search for funds. This has led

to a conunercialisation that did not exist in earlier times. Remember, pray, that

Watson and Crick sought no patent over their discovery of the double helix

strUcture or its applications. In earlier times, science had a purer motivation.

Now, it often needs large investments. Such investments propel the scientists

and the technologists into the hands of corporations which, for their own

survival, need to make profits.

The other heart-burning in this area concerns germ-cell manipulation.

Leading scientists have called for a moratorium on such developments, at least

in the human species. But, few legal restraints prohibit human germ-cell

manipulation. Recent reports from the United States letter of law at University

of Pennsylvania Dr Ralph Brinster has focused on a group of early stage sperm

cells, called "stern cells", which arise in the testes of mice. Dr Brinster's

experiments involve inserting genes into stern cells so that they will appear in

the sperm derived from them and affect the cells of the animals' offspring,

altering their lineage. The commentators who have worked with Dr Brinster

say that this could have far-reaching clinical significance for testing infertility

and genetic disorders. And I do not think that they were considering only mice.

Therefore, an acute question is posed as to whether limitations on funding and

general Governmental exhortations, together with moral inhibitions and

scientific doubts, are sufficient to restrain the doings of genetic research at

work which will effect the human germ line. If these loose inhibitions are not

enough, that is where society and its laws corne in.

10
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It is also where co-operating starts. The experience of recent times is

'~~it is impossible for anyone country or legal jurisdiction to impose

~tations upon research and technological developments which will be truly
~,;;;";

¥i'dC:rlve. Already attempts have been made to secure trans-national Directives

·ti~llii~,the European Union and from the European Parliament. The endeavour
;.~·r:.''ii;i·'J;;,'/i.\

~~ft*~ixyears bureaucratic work to obtain a law on intellectual property for the
:1({r;h;'~*::
';;';;'iiIMlriber states of the European Union came to grief on 4 March 1995 when the

;;:{;0;~f. :'.
,B)E,ii!:§pcan Parliament rejected the draft Directive from the Commission of the

~'''::':
~bJlean Union. This rejection illustrated the imperative need in this area to
~~'i,';{-.. •

~ii~~lt widely about laws and policies. Otherwise, combinations of fear and
:~~:"
g[i&rance will often bring down the best laid schemes of commerce and public
:·~~W::-
idfuiiUstration.
:{~;:~):-

~;r.' Important international co-operating work is occurring in UNESCO and

'r,the of HUGO itself. It is imperative that the interconnections between

,."ulman genaegisome and the environment in which it lives should be

.• _.,.;~ived. The genome grew up in the environment. The two are clearly inter-
d~:"F
~raY~d. Yet, unless there is co-operation, clearly the endeavours of particular
})'Pl:'

~t~s'to provide rules and guide-lines will only be partially successful.
;');;;:,'....

'We, discovered this in Australia. Victoria, under the leadership of

'\Gp;.;;~¢ssor Carl Wood, was one of the first world centres for invitroo

".1i,,:t{Aisation. Great success was achieved by the team of Wood and Trounson.
:~'~;~f?;;.~~;;:-·'

""iW~1;li~i'success attracted a great deal of research money and very proper
~\~~l0;i2.:;;;--~, . ... . ...
VC0lll;l1unlty debate WIth ethical cOgitatIon. It also attracted legislatIve attentIon.

~~t'(:'§"were enacted which put restrictions upon some of the work being
'~,~;;·;?\~t:

"'n'1~nned in the infertility clinics in Melbourne. The consequence was that

I'~;atleast, of that work, went offshore, reportedly to Singapore. There will

~~~YS be places on our planet willing to welcome high-tech industries with
c:.ot:,~.N:_':.~t\:::.

,,,:,'(';~~n arins. The introduction of laws may be effective if they are enacted by

~:::t;~11t~~:· .
'/ 11
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countries in the forefront of genetic research - the United States, Western

Europe and Japan. Outside such countries, in jurisdictions such as Australia,

the effectiveness of such laws, going it alone, will be dubious.

That is why co-operating is an important moral obligation. It is also a

legal and practical necessity if we hope to produce laws which will be useful,

well targeted and hopeful of effectiveness. In the future of human rights, it is

essential for states, inter-governmental organisations and non-governmental

organisations, individuals and public and private entities in general, to recall

their duties towards future generations. Those duties impose upon all of us, an

obligation of co-operation. That duty springs from our very humaness. It is an

aspect ofhuman rights.

These are the reasons why the International Commission of Jurists, the

oldest of the human rights global organisations, has adopted as a project for the

future definition of human rights, the human rights implications of the Human

Genome Project. It is why attempts have been made at La Laguna to formulate

a declaration described as the Universal Declaration of the Human Rights of

Fl/lUre Generations. It is timely that we should reflect upon those shared

tights. They impose on us, who are the temporary guardians of the human

genome and of our global environment, to co-operate. But, to do this, we must

have institutions. We must also have an understanding of the science and

technology that are in issue. We must have the political, social and legal

leaders who can co-operate with the scientists and technologists in the

endeavour to develop achievable guidelines. And above all, we must have the

will to do something and not simply to drift.

ADVANCING

But what should we do? This brings me to advancing.

We should, I believe, look on the Human Genome Project, the

associated genetic research and the new Human Genome Diversity Project as

opportunities for advancing the human rights of all individuals. We should
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recognise that perceptions of our societies, their laws, and even of ethical

questions, change over time.

When I was a young lawyer, artificial insemination donor (AID) was the

great controversy. Who fusses about that now? Then came surrogacy. This is

not now of pressing concern. Along came in vitro fertilisation. It still presents

many quandaries. Now we have a new and greater challenge with very many

ramifications. Those ramifications should not be exaggerated. But nor should

they be ignored. What are the challenges that wait around the comer of the

cenrury?

For example, cloning, the reproduction of biologically identical

individuals, 'was initially used with plants alone. It has subsequently been

extended into the animal world leading to the appearance of amphibious clones,

such as frogs and cloned manunals (rats, rabbits, sheep). We must confront the

potential need to forbid or control this development and to defme the principles

by which we do so. It is a global, not a local, concern.

Similarly, we must confront the possibility, still in science fiction, of the

production of hybrids through trans-specific fertilisation, ie, of eggs and

spermatozoids from different species, such that the resultant beings, which

would be unable to procreate, contain in their ceIls the genetic heritage of

different parents. Mules are the best known instance.

Animal hybridization, which already occurs in nature and is currently

being undertaking in laboratories because of rapid developments in

bioengineering, has led to the creation of real monsters (a zebra/horse; a

tigerllion; a sheep/goat). One reported example ofhuman/animal hybridization

has been the fertilisation with human sperm of polecat eggs in research on male

infertility. It should be said that the resulting embryo did not develop beyond

the two cell stage. As reported in the recent Law and Human Genome Review

article by Mantovani, the in vitro fertilisatidn of chimpanzee eggs with human

spennatozoids is now, not only possible, but indeed has been experimented
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f~.successful1Y, in secret, in a number of laboratories, although usually
~it:~'~t.{:>
,j;j;a'lrupted at the early stages.
~",;;·,t"'>.

~\~~.;\ If this is true, it is of COncern to all humanity. It is oflegitimate concern
j!M~,<,'

\~i~cientists. But it is also a proper subject for ethical reflection, public
~~~'

~ledge and debate and ultimately, laws which assist and enforce society's

'~,Being. Knowing. Doing. Co-Operating. Advancing.
'\;

',,/These are the challenges which genontic research presents to society,

"'@~and law. It is more likely that Australia will influence the shape of
:{~'.iXi

~~aland legal policy if we become more active in the work of science.

,;sill~rlyethiCists and smooth-talking lawyers are less likely to cut ice than good
'-''--S,:-'',:

isis and technologists who win laurels for our country in this Olympics of
~j'

iiific endeavour. Gold. Gold. Gold. Is there indeed to be won in

.,o~~hnology. The challenge is enormous. It will stretch the scientific
::{;$~1{;'~'>"

t~plioities of humanity. It will also present great opportunities to social
;,~:j~~'i'~2:~:,,'

JS~'t~iitists, it will require them to be useful and constructive and to stretch their
EJ~t~~1t:.
";;;;;'~!in a way worthy of the age of the double helix.

~'\.Humans must remain in charge. But the lingering question is: Who, at
\)'<:

~!\~{~~~l"'" of the next millenium, will be humans? Ifwe protest against this pace

"ii'i:QfJ;~'?nge we need to be reminded of Primo Levi's aphorism: "Our future is not
;;:,:~'~;?J.it,\~Xr
Y'W\lm·The human condition is incompatible with certainty."

I
~;.{~!~~(~!:' President of the Court of Appeal
,,:!;iMi~j;!FChairrnan of the Executive Comntittee of the International Cornntission
".,,""c", f

,'~""i"'o jurists
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